BETTER OPERATOR COMFORT,
LESS CUTTING TIME,
LESS DOWNTIME & WASTE
www.nortonabrasives.com/en-gb

The perfect formulation of customer feedback, our relentless
commitment to end-user comfort and a brilliant infusion
of technology brings this new range of cutting discs
to the forefront.
The impressive cutting action doesn’t compromise
on comfort, as it effortlessly slices into metal whilst
delivering remarkable power and refined control
from start to finish. So you have a faster and
smoother cutting performance while using
fewer discs for the job.

HOW WILL IT BENEFIT YOU?
OPERATOR COMFORT

with reduced hand fatigue from less cutting vibration

LESS CUTTING TIME

with a sharper disc in two thicknesses for speed and life

LESS DOWNTIME & WASTE

with longer disc life using fewer discs

WHATEVER YOUR PICK IS,
EXPERIENCE THE EXTRASMOOTH CUTTING ACTION,
THANKS TO OUR PREMIUM
CERAMIC GRAIN.

Norton Quantum3 is our best in class cut-off disc, available in
1.3mm thickness. If you want speed of cut and work on thin or hollow
materials, the 1.3mm is the one, it provides speed, comfort and long
life, outperforming the competitor ceramic 1,0mm discs.
If you are cutting thicker materials and life of the disc is important,
then the 1.6mm is the disc for the job. No effort, speed and long life!

WHAT’S AVAILABLE
DIM (mm)
DxTxB

MAX SPEED
(m/sec)

DISC SPEC.

ART. NO.

PACK QTY

115 x 1,3 x 22,23

80

NQ60ZZ - BF41

66253371348

10

125 x 1,3 x 22,23

80

NQ60ZZ - BF41

66253371351

10

115 x 1,6 x 22,23

80

NQ46ZZ - BF41

66253371349

10

125 x 1,6 x 22,23

80

NQ46ZZ - BF41

66253371352

10
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